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Elevated Serum Levels of RCAS + Are Associated with

a Poor Recovery of the CD.�T Cell Count after ART

in HIV-+-infected Patients

Rumi MINAMI and Masahiro YAMAMOTO

Internal Medicine, Clinical Research Institute, National Hospital Organization,

Kyushu Medical Center, Fukuoka, Japan

Objective : RCAS+ (receptor-binding cancer antigen expressed on SiSo cells) is an apoptosis-

associated protein that induces apoptosis in activated T-cells. The aim of this study is to

investigate the role of RCAS+ in HIV-+ infection.

Methods : We examined the serum levels of RCAS+ in HIV-+-infected patients at di#erent
clinical and immunological stages.

Results : Although the RCAS+ levels did not correlate with the clinical stage, they did

correlate significantly with the CD2�T cell numbers. Furthermore, the RCAS+ levels were

also significantly higher in patients whose CD.�T cell counts did not respond to anti-

retroviral therapy (ART) than in those who responded to ART.

Conclusions : The present findings therefore suggest that the RCAS+ level a#ects the CD
.�T cell counts in HIV-+-infected patients with ART.
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Introduction

RCAS+ has been demonstrated to be a type II mem-

brane protein expressed on human tumor cells. RCAS

+ can also be secreted, and both the secreted and

transmembrane forms act as a ligand thereby inducing

apoptosis in receptor-positive cells including T cells, B

cells and NK cells+�. These results suggest that RCAS

+ may assist tumor cells in their survival or escape from

immunosurveilance,�. Several reports have shown the

serum RCAS+ level to be a significant prognostic factor

in patients with certain malignancies-�/�. In addition,

monocytes/macrophages have also been shown to ex-

press RCAS+, and soluble RCAS+ molecules have been

detected in culture supernatants of lipopolysaccharide-

stimulated macrophages0�. Furthermore, an associa-

tion between RCAS+ and Epstein-Barr virus infection

has also been reported1�. In the present study, to eluci-

date whether RCAS+ plays a role in HIV-+ infection,

we examined the serum levels of RCAS+ in patients

during various clinical and immunological stages of

HIV-+ infection.

Methods

The subjects consisted of 2, HIV-+-infected patients

and +, HIV-+-seronegative healthy controls. The chara-

cteristics of these patients and controls are shown in

Table +. None of the HIV-+-positive patients exhibited
any signs of acute HIV-+ infection. Informed consent

for blood sampling was obtained. The study was con-

ducted according to the ethical guidelines of our hospi-

tal, and was approved by an authorized representative

of the hospital. We first measured the levels of sRCAS

+, sFasL and sTRAIL in the 2, HIV-infected patients at

two di#erent clinical stages (AIDS vs. non-AIDS) and

at two di#erent immunological statuses (�2** CD2�
T cells/ml vs. �2** CD2�T cells/ml). The serum

levels of RCAS+, FasL and sTRAIL were measured

using specific ELISA kits (RCAS+, Medical and Bio-

logical Laboratories Co. Nagoya, Japan ; sFasL and
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sTRAIL, DIACLONE Research Co. Besancon, France)

according to the manufacturer’s recommendations.

We used Student’s t test for comparisons between the

two groups.

Results

The levels of sRCAS+were not significantly di#erent
between the AIDS group and the non-AIDS group

(AIDS vs. non-AIDS ; 0..,�-.+2 vs. /.1,�-.0/).
Levels of sRCAS+ were significantly higher in the pa-
tients with�2**/ml CD2�T cells than in the patients
with�2**/ml CD2�T cells (CD2�2**/ml vs. CD2�
2**/ml ; 1.--�-.11 vs. ..30�,.*0). There were no
significant correlations between the serum levels of

sFasL, sTRAIL and sRCAS+ (data not shown). We
next measured the levels of sRCAS+ in .+ ART-naive
HIV-+-infected patients. There was no significant
di#erence in the levels of RCAS+ between ART-naive
HIV-+-infected patients and the controls (Table +).
We next examined .+ HIV-infected patients who had
undetectable levels of plasma HIV-+ RNA after they
were treated with ART. To evaluate the e#ects of
ART on the recovery of the CD.�T cell count in the
peripheral blood, we divided these .+ patients into two
groups according to their CD.�T cell counts : CD.
responders (n�,0), CD.�T cells increased by more
than -**/ml after the initiation of ART ; CD. non-
responders (n�+/), CD.�T cells increased by less
than -**/ml after the initiation ART. There were no
statistically significant di#erences in age, the CD.�T
cell counts before ART, or the duration of ART be-

tween the responders and non-responders (Table ,).

As shown in Table +, the serum levels of RCAS+ were
significantly higher in the CD. non-responders.

Discussion

In HIV-+ infection, infected CD.�T cells undergo
apoptotic cell death. In addition, a significant number

of uninfected CD.�T cells in HIV-+-infected patients
undergo apoptosis, induced either by immunological

activation, by the e#ects of HIV-+ proteins, or by
elevated levels of death-inducing ligands. These

apoptotic mechanisms contribute to an impairment of

the immune system in HIV-+-infected patients. It has
recently been shown that FasL and TRAIL contribute

to the apoptosis of HIV-+-uninfected CD.�T cells, and
that the serum levels of sFas and sTRAIL correlate

with the clinical, immunological and virological status2, 3�.

The present results are thus consistent with these previ-

ous findings.

RCAS+ was originally discovered as a tumor-associated
antigen, which induces apoptosis in RCAS+ receptor-
positive immune-regulating cells, such as activated T

cells, thereby helping such tumors escape immune sur-

veillance.

Although we could not examine the molecular mech-

anisms of RCAS+ and the expression of RCAS+ recep-
tor on HIV-+ infected CD.�T cells because of the
unavailability of RCAS+, the expression of RCAS+
receptor has already been reported to increase when T

cells are activated+�. Given the fact that an HIV-+
infection is characterized by a state of chronic T cell

activation+*�, it is therefore very possible that the expres-

sion of RCAS+ receptor increases in HIV-+ infected CD

Table , Characteristics of patient with ART

CD.-responder Cd.-non-responder p-value

Age

CD.�T cell counts before ART (/ml)
duration of ART (years)

-14.�+*4.

+234-�+-,40

.422�,4-2

.,43�+*4+

+/.4,�+,/4/

.4/2�.4/,

*4++*0

*4.,*3

*412..

Table + Serum levels of RCAS+ of the subjects

No. of cases Age sRCAS+

Healthy Control

HIV infected Pt.

ART naı̈ve

CD.-responder

CD.-non-responder

+,

2,

.+

,0

+/

-,4/�14*

-240�++4+

-14*�+*40

-040�+*42

.+42�++4+

042+�+421

04,-�-4-+

/43+�-4++

/4-.�,4+0

241,�.4,3�

�p�*4*+ for the di#erence between CD.-responder and CD.-non-responder
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.�T cells.

Furthermore, the patients with high levels of RCAS+
showed a low CD.�T cell recovery in response to

ART. This result shows that RCAS+ induces apopt-

osis in CD.�T cells, which are either HIV-+-infected
cells or uninfected cells, even after ART has su$ciently

suppressed HIV-+ production. Although the mecha-

nisms of regulating RCAS+ and RCAS+ receptors in

HIV-+ infection also remain unclear, the findings of a

lack of any correlation between the serum levels of

sFasL, sTRAIL and RCAS+ suggest the expression of

RCAS+ to be regulated by a mechanism that is di#erent
from the FasL and TRAIL systems. Although our

findings were not able to elucidate whether FasL,

TRAIL, or RCAS+ plays a more important role in

HIV-+ infection, RCAS+ was suggested to play a role as

one of the mechanisms not only inducing the apoptosis

of CD.�T cells in HIV-+-infected patients, but also

causing a progression of the disease in HIV-+ infection.

In future studies, we plan to examine the precise

mechanisms that regulate the RCAS+/RCAS+ receptor

system in HIV-+.
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